X Series

Desks

Fluctuating business climates require
organizations to adapt quickly
and efficiently, while maintaining
a consistent culture and brand
experience. The most effective
organizations are nimble, with work
environments that flex and grow as
needs change.

X Series® desks provide simple, cost-effective
solutions for dynamic and diverse environments.
Configure and reconfigure applications as needed
for diverse workstyles and business needs. Strong
and durable, X Series is a practical choice that helps
organizations navigate change efficiently, while
conveying culture and brand with a wide variety
of options.

Effectively Leverage Space
X Series streamlines space planning as an organization
evolves. A variety of elements let you create workspaces that
support people now and in the future. Because it performs
equally well in open plans and private offices, X Series can
be configured for your current space, then easily adapted to
create different applications and designs in response to your
changing business needs.

Designed to Last
X Series is designed to flex and grow with your business over the long term.
Applications can be tailored to express any organization’s character with
elements and finishes that can be mixed and matched to consistently support
culture and brand. The patented box-in-box construction, rack-and-pinion
lock system with dual-side lock bars, wear resistant finish, and rust inhibitor
ensure strength and security for years to come.

Design Choices
The X Series desk line includes desks, credenzas, returns,
and bridges offered in a generous selection of finishes,
materials, and hardware to consistently support the desired
workplace aesthetic. X Series desks are complemented by
X Series storage for a complete, cohesive solution that can
be configured, reconfigured, and scaled as needed.

Aligning People and Space for
Optimal Performance
Your people, organization, and facilities are at
the center of everything we do. We help create
spaces that solve for your business needs—
resulting in effective people and efficient use of
real estate.
To learn more, visit haworth.com/xseriesdesks.
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